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DEVELOPMENTS AT THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT DEVELOPMENTS AT THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT 

and acceptability of both substantive and procedural international criminal law, and at least 
sustained, if not reinforced, the general international notion of the unacceptability of serious 
violations of human rights. But there is, alas, scant evidence that they have deterred such acts. 
Nor do the available indicators suggest that the tribunals have contributed adequately to 
building a sustainable national capacity for the administration ofjustice in precisely those states 
that are likely to be the crucibles for the crimes for which the Statute was created. 65 

The challenges facing the ICC are far greater than those its predecessors encountered, not 
least because, unlike its predecessors, it is an ex ante tribunal. But having embarked on this ven- 
ture and generated such high expectations, the ICC, if it fails, will engender severe, indeed in- 
tolerable, costs, not simply for the ICC as an institution, but for the larger objectives of interna- 
tional criminal law. So, a great deal is riding on how the ICC's law-in-action is being shaped 
in a process that commenced, as it had to, the moment the words of the Statute were sealed in 
Rome. It is now up to the prosecutor, the judges of the Court, and the Assembly of States Par- 
ties to the Rome Statute, all of whom have been charged by the Statute to shape its future, to take 
the wise choices, within the limits imposed by the realities of international politics, that will 
enable the ICC to make its optimal contribution to world order and human dignity. 

And perhaps there is a larger lesson, not for the lawyers who must now apply the law in the 
books, but to the lawyers who create the law in the books, to whom Dean Pound directed a still- 
pertinent admonition: 

It is the work of lawyers to make the law in action conform to the law in the books, not by 
futile thunderings against popular lawlessness, nor eloquent exhortations to obedience of 
the written law, but by making the law in the books such that the law in action can conform 
to it ....66 

THE LORD'S RESISTANCE ARMY CASE: UGANDA'S SUBMISSION OF 

THE FIRST STATE REFERRAL TO THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT 

By Payam Akhavan 

On December 16, 2003, Uganda referred the situation concerning the Lord's Resistance Army 
(LRA) to the prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC).1 It was the first time that 
a state party had invoked Articles 13(a) and 14 of the Rome Statute2 in order to vest the Court 
with jurisdiction. 

65 In his report, supra note 60, the secretary-general observed: 

The location of the Yugoslavia and Rwanda tribunals outside the countries where the crimes were com- 
mitted has allowed them to benefit from more adequate operational facilities and has helped protect their 
security and independence. However,... there are a number of important benefits to locating tribunals inside 
the countries concerned, incuding easier interaction with the local population, closer proximity to the evidence 
and witnesses and being more accessible to victims. Such accessibility allows victims and their families to witness 
the processes in which their former tormentors are brought to account. National location also enhances the 
national capacity-building contribution of the ad hoc tribunals, allowing them to bequeath their physical infra- 
structure (including buildings, equipment and furniture) to national justice systems, and to build the skills 
of nationaljustice personnel. In the nationally located tribunals, international personnelwork side by side with 
their national counterparts and on-the-job training can be provided to national lawyers, officials and staff. 

Id., para. 44. 
66 Pound, supra note 5, at 36. 
*Senior Fellow, Yale Law School and Yale University Genocide Studies Program; formerly Legal Advisor, 

Prosecutor's Office, ICTY-ICTR. The author advised the government of Uganda in this matter. The views ex- 
pressed here are those of the author in his personal capacity. The research assistance of Edgar Chen is gratefully 
acknowledged. 

ICC Press Release, President of Uganda Refers Situation Concerning the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) to 
the ICC (Jan. 29, 2004) [hereinafter President's referral to ICC]. ICC materials, including the Rome Statute 
(corrected as ofJanuary 16, 2002), press releases, and information on cases and situations, are available online 
at the Court's Web site, <http://www.icc-cpi.int>. 

2July 17, 1998, UN Doc. A/CONF.183/9*, 37 ILM 999 (1998). 
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For both Uganda and the ICC, the case presented an important opportunity. For Uganda, the 
referral was an attempt to engage an otherwise aloof international community by transforming 
the prosecution of LRA leaders into a litmus test for the much celebrated promise of global 
justice. Since 1986, LRA atrocities have wreaked havoc on the Acholi people of northern Uganda. 
Given the absence of any vital national interests, influential states have not been inclined either 
to pressure Sudan to stop harboring the LRA or to help government forces confront the insur- 
gents. Instead, the burden was placed on Uganda to negotiate a peaceful settlement with a 
ruthless, cult-like insurgency. The imprimatur of international criminaljustice, sought through 
the referral to the ICC, was a means of thrusting this long-forgotten African war back onto the 
international stage. 

For the ICC, the voluntary referral of a compelling case by a state party represented both an 
early expression of confidence in the nascent institution's mandate and a welcome opportunity 
to demonstrate its viability. The gravity and notoriety of LRA abuses in northern Uganda- 
widespread civilian atrocities including forcible conscription of thousands of child soldiers- 
represented the type of exceptional situation thatjustified international judicial intervention. 

Although Uganda acted on immediate exigencies, the origins and context of the LRA refer- 
ral suggest that the imperatives of global justice and local politics-and the goals of the ICC 
and Uganda-are not incompatible. Uganda's decision to invoke ICCjurisdiction was shaped 
by security considerations in Acholiland and by the consequent need to isolate and arrest the 
LRA leadership, operating from bases in southern Sudan. In pursuing this option, Uganda was 
not relinquishing a responsibility that it could discharge on its own. Nor was Uganda pursuing 
a narrow political agenda. Despite colonial-era tensions between northern and southern Uganda, 
eliminating or at least neutralizing the LRA was a matter of common interest. And by volun- 
tarily surrendering prosecutorial authority to an international jurisdiction, Uganda acted to 
ensure that justice would be achieved in a way that would avoid the politicization of any trials 
involving the LRA. 

The LRA referral raises important issues concerning the ICC'sjurisdiction. There is little doubt 
that as a purely legal matter, the LRA atrocities qualify as crimes within the Court's subject-matter 
jurisdiction. Acts such as murder, enslavement, imprisonment, torture, and rape-especially 
in relation to the forced recruitment of child soldiers-appear to have been committed "as part 
of a widespread or systematic attack against [a] civilian population" within the meaning of crimes 
against humanity under Article 7 of the ICC Statute. Nor is there any doubt that a substantial 
number of these acts were committed after the Statute's entry into force on July 1, 2002, and 
therefore within the Court's temporal jurisdiction. The primary jurisdictional quandaries relate, 
instead, to the scope of state prerogatives to refer situations to the ICC in light of the principle 
that the Court is complementary to national criminal jurisdictions. In particular, the LRA refer- 
ral has raised the question of whether a state with ajudicial system that is both willing and able 
to conduct a prosecution can voluntarily relinquish jurisdiction in favor of the ICC. 

Another importantjurisdictional issue concerns the impact that the ICC may have on peace 
negotiations to end ongoing atrocities-thus raising the question of whether prosecutions are 
in the "interests ofjustice." Thus far, the empirical evidence suggests that international com- 
mitment to the referral's success has contributed to the LRA's incapacitation. Sudan has been 
persuaded to end its support of the LRA, culminating in a March 2004 Protocol allowing Ugan- 
dan People's Defense Forces (UPDF) to attack LRA camps in southern Sudan.3 This unhin- 
dered access has measurably weakened the LRA's military capability, encouraged significant 
defections among LRA commanders, and forced otherwise defiant leaders to the negotiating 
table. All of these developments are in sharp contrast to the period preceding the referral, during 
which LRA atrocities reached a new peak. This recent willingness to negotiate is linked to the 
LRA's political isolation and military containment-both of which are linked to the new context 
created by the ICC referral. In this respect at least, it would not be unreasonable to suggest that 

3 UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Consolidated Appeals Process: Uganda 2005, at 
5 (Nov. 2004), at <http://ochadms.unog.ch> [hereinafter Uganda 2005]. 
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even without a single prosecution, the LRA referral has already been a success. Nonetheless, 
the compatibility of trials against LRA leaders with efforts to end the conflict in northern 

Uganda remains controversial. 

I. THE ICC BECOMES A FUNCTIONING INSTITUTION 

The LRA referral, though unexpected, came at a propitious time for the ICC. After the con- 
clusion of the 1998 Rome Conference, the primary focus of the Court's proponents was to 
secure broad ratification and to ensure that the ICC Statute entered into force. It was apparent 
from the outset, however, that once the Court became operational, it could not remain idle for 

long, and that the context and conduct of its first proceedings would have far-reaching conse- 

quences on its credibility. With the entry into force of the Rome Statute on July 1, 2002, the ICC 

began its crucial phase of transformation from legal concept into a functioning judicial institu- 
tion. The search for a suitable case assumed immediate importance. Unlike the International 
Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and Rwanda (ICTR), the ICC was not 
a Security Council Chapter VII enforcement measure binding on recalcitrant states. Rather, 
it was a creature of treaty law whose jurisdiction depended on the specific consent of states par- 
ties to its Statute. The timely initiation of proceedings was a matter of concern because states 

implicated in the worst atrocities predictably failed to ratify the Statute. The only exception to 

consensualjurisdiction, as specified by Article 13(b) of the Statute, is when the Security Council, 

acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, refers a situation to the ICC prosecutor. It appeared 
initially that such Council referrals were unlikely because-despite its earlier support for the 
ICTY and ICTR-the United States "strongly opposes" the ICC and considers the Rome Statute 

"seriously flawed."4 

Apart from Security Council referral, the ICC had two viable "triggering mechanisms," or 

bases, for exercising jurisdiction: a state's referral of a situation to the prosecutor pursuant to 
Articles 13(a) and 14 of the Statute, and the prosecutor's initiation of investigations proprio motu 

pursuant to Articles 13(c) and 15. Despite the prosecutor's power of initiation, a prudent course 
of action in the early stages of institution building favored voluntary referrals by states rather 
than a potentially adversarial relationship between the prosecutor and a state whose coopera- 
tion would be required for investigations and the arrest of accused persons. The prosecutor's 
reticence to initiate cases was apparent in relation to the situation in the Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC). On July 16, 2003, one month after Luis Moreno-Ocampo was sworn in as 

prosecutor, his office announced that it had "selected the situation in Ituri, Democratic Repub- 
lic of Congo .. ., as the most urgent situation to be followed."5 The prosecutor's office had 
received communications indicating that an estimated five thousand civilians had been killed 
in Ituri since the ICC Statute had entered into force. A state referral by the DRC was not imme- 

diately forthcoming, however-not least because some of the leading suspects were senior 
members of the interim government that had been established as part of a fragile UN-brokered 

power-sharing agreement to end the Congolese conflict.6 Even so, the newly appointed ICC 

prosecutor could not stand by as inter-ethnic violence claimed yet more victims. He indicated 

4 OFFICE OF WAR CRIMES ISSUES, U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT, FACT SHEET 

(May 6,2002), at <http://www.state.gov/s/wci/fs/2002/9978.htm>. In September 2005, however, U.S. accusations 
that crimes committed in Sudan's Darfur region amount to genocide, see Colin L. Powell, The Crisis in Darfur: Written 
Remarks Before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee (Sept. 9, 2004), at <http://www.state.gov/secretary/former/ 
powell/remarks/36032.htm>, led to the establishment of a commission of inquiry that recommended a Chapter 
VII referral of the situation to the ICC, see Int'l Comm'n of Inquiry on Darfur, Report to the United Nations 
Secretary-General Pursuant to Security Council Resolution 1564 of 18 September 2004, paras. 571-89 (Jan. 25, 
2005), at <http://www.ohchr.org/english/darfur.htm >. Despite misgivings about the ICC, a U.S. abstention allowed 
for the adoption of Security Council Resolution 1593, which referred the Darfur situation to the ICC prosecutor, 
see Security Council Refers Situation in Darfur, Sudan, to Prosecutor of International Criminal Court, UN Press 
Release SC/8351 (Mar. 31, 2005), at <http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2005/sc8351.doc.htm>. 

5 ICC Press Release, Communications Received by the Office of the Prosecutor of the ICC (July 16, 2003). 
6 For general information about the UN peacekeeping and peace-building efforts in the DRC, see the Web site 

of the UN Mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo, <http://www.monuc.org>. 
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that his office "will use all the powers at its disposal to contribute to the prevention of future 
crimes and the investigation and punishment of the alleged crimes committed in Ituri."7 While 
clearly preferring a referral by the DRC, he indicated that "[i]f necessary, the Office of the 
Prosecutor will seek authorisation from a Pre-Trial Chamber to start an investigation."8 

It was in this context that Uganda unexpectedly referred the LRA situation to the ICC prose- 
cutor. By taking the first step, Uganda changed the regional political equation, prompting the 
DRC, in turn, to make a similar referral to the ICC. On April 19, 2004, the prosecutor announced 
that the DRC president had referred the situation in the entire territory of the DRC, thus avert- 
ing the need for authorization from a pretrial chamber to start an investigation under the pros- 
ecutor's proprio motu power.9 Given the prosecutor's longer-standing interest in the DRC, he 
decided to commence that investigation first and announced on June 23, 2004, that under 
Article 53 of the Rome Statute, there was a reasonable basis to proceed with an investigation.'1 
A similar announcement with respect to the LRA investigation was made five weeks later, on 
July 29."1 A year after assuming office, and with the LRA referral acting as a catalyst, the prose- 
cutor was entrusted with two significant state referrals-not to mention the subsequent Darfur 
Security Council referral'2 and a state referral from the Central African Republic in January 
2005.13 Concern about a dearth of cases was replaced by the challenges of effective prosecutions 
and institution building. 

II. THE ORIGINS AND CONDUCT OF THE LRA 

The LRA's origins and characteristics help shed light on Uganda's decision to make a refer- 
ral to the ICC. In 1986, the National Resistance Movement (NRM) overthrew the dictatorship 
of General Tito Okello, which had briefly replaced the dictatorship of Milton Obote. Remnants 
of Okello's and Obote's armed forces responsible for large-scale atrocities retreated north and 
found refuge in southern Sudan. There, with Sudanese support, they reorganized themselves as 
antigovernment insurgents, in concert with the remnants ofIdi Amin's armed forces, who had 
fled to Sudan after Amin's overthrow in 1979. The NRM's victory was considered by Sudan- 
governed by the predominantly Arab National Islamic Front (NIF)-as a threat to its control of 
the restive non-Islamic, non-Arab southern portion of the country. Sudan linked the new Ugan- 
dan government with the insurgent Sudan Peoples' Liberation Army (SPLA), largely comprising 
Christian/animist Dinka and Nuer peoples in the region bordering Uganda. The result of this 
volatile mix was an unlikely, Faustian alliance between the Islamist government of Sudan and 
a nominally "Christian" insurgency (the LRA) against Uganda's NRM government. 

The LRA began in 1986 as the Holy Spirit Movement (HSM) under the leadership of Alice 
Auma Lakwena, a self-styled prophetess who claimed to be a spiritual medium with the power 
to perform miracles. She exhorted her soldiers to overthrow the newly established NRM gov- 
ernment and told them that bathing in holy water would make bullets bounce off of them and 
that the stones they threw would turn into grenades.14 In November 1987, emboldened with these 
promises of invincibility, her forces suffered heavy casualties during a battle with NRM forces, 
and Lakwena fled to Kenya. She was succeeded in 1988 by Joseph Kony, an acolyte and young 
relative, who declared himself her spiritual heir with similar supernatural powers. He became 

7 Communications Received by the Office of the Prosecutor of the ICC, supra note 5. 
8 Id. 
9 ICC Press Release, Prosecutor Receives Referral of the Situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo (Apr. 

19, 2004). 
'0 ICC Press Release, The Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court Opens Its Investigation 

(June 23, 2004). 
' ICC Press Release, Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court Opens an Investigation into Northern 

Uganda (July 29, 2004). 
12 See supra note 4. 

'3 ICC Press Release, Prosecutor Receives Referral Concerning Central African Republic (Jan. 7, 2005). 
14 See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, SCARS OF DEATH: CHILDREN ABDUCTED BY THE LORD'S RESISTANCE ARMY IN 

UGANDA (1997). Human Rights Watch materials are available at the organization's Web site, <http://www.hrw.org>. 
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commander of the new LRA, made up of remnants of the HSM. The declared mission of Kony's 
rebel movement was to overthrow the NRM government and to "install the Ten Command- 
ments" in Uganda.15 It soon became apparent, however, that the LRA's ranks were filled with 
ruthless warlords and slave masters who exercised power through terrorizing civilians. 

From its inception until the present, the LRA has had no coherent ideology, rational political 
agenda, or popular support. Reports by UN agencies, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), 
and the media provide a consistent account of a brutal insurgency focused on terror. Its attempts 
to mobilize the Acholi people of northern Uganda against the government have failed, not 
least because the LRA derives most of its membership of forcibly conscripted child soldiers from 
the Acholi, and because the same population has been the primary victim of LRA atrocities. In 
1991, shortly after Kony's assumption of leadership, the LRA began to target civilians, though 
the level of military activity was of limited scope through 1993. When peace negotiations with 
Uganda collapsed in 1994, the LRA escalated its violence against civilians, increasing the fre- 
quency and ferocity of its attacks.16 

The LRA's lack of a popular base was demonstrated most clearly by its almost exclusive reliance- 
85% of its forces according to some sources17-on the abduction and forcible conscription of 
village children for its membership. Without access to volunteers among the Acholi, coercion 
was the only way that the LRA could maintain its forces.18 The LRA typically abducts children 
between the ages of eleven and fifteen, although it has frequently taken children as young as six.'9 
NGOs report that the average age of abductees appears to be getting younger-apparently 
because younger children are easier to control, and younger girls used as sex slaves are less likely 
to be infected with HIV.20 According to the Abducted Children Registration and Information 
System, a database developed and maintained jointly by UNICEF and the Ugandan govern- 
ment, the LRA had abducted 26,615 children by 2001.21 In addition, UNICEF estimates that 
approximately 12,000 abductions took place between the entry into force of the Rome Statute 
on July 1, 2002, and August 2004.22 

The dual role of child soldiers as perpetrators and victims is a key characteristic of the LRA's 
culture of command and control. The LRA leadership deliberately preys on the innocence and 
vulnerability of children in order to transform them into a potent combination of docile subor- 
dinates and vicious killers. Children are often abducted from their homes, schools, commu- 
nities, and even internally displaced persons (IDP) camps and settlements.23 They are then forced 
into slave labor, serve as "wives" for LRA commanders, or are trained as fighters and forced 
to commit atrocities against their own communities in furtherance of the LRA's policy of mass 
terror. Upon abduction, children are subjected to severe mistreatment in order to destroy their 
sense of self and eliminate their will to resist. They are initially used as slave labor to carry heavy 

15 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Report on the Mission Undertaken by Her Office, Pursuant 
to Commission Resolution 2000/60, to Assess the Situation on the Ground with Regard to the Abduction of Chil- 
dren from Northern Uganda, paras. 12-13, UN Doc. E/CN.4/2002/86 (2001) [hereinafter UNHCHR Report on 
Uganda], available at < http://www.ohchr.org/english/>; see HUMAN RIGHTSWATCH, STOLEN CHILDREN: ABDUCTION 
AND RECRUITMENT IN NORTHERN UGANDA 4 (2003) [hereinafter STOLEN CHILDREN]; HUMAN RIGHTS FIRST, 
BACKGROUND ONTHE CONFLICT IN NORTHERN UGANDA (n.d.), at <http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/international_ 
justice/regions/uganda/uganda.htm >. 

16 UNHCHR Report on Uganda, supra note 15, para. 13. 
17 See [INT'L CRIMINAL COURT], BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE SITUATION IN UGANDA (Jan. 29, 2004) 

[hereinafter ICC BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON UGANDA]. 
'8 As the UN high commissioner for human rights stated in a November 2001 report to the Human Rights 

Commission: "The LRA is devouring the lives of children in northern Uganda in order to sustain itself, given that 
it cannot attract young men to the rebel movement as volunteers." UNHCHR Report on Uganda, supra note 15, 
para. 16. 

19 Id., para. 14. 
20 See USAID/UGANDA, THE LOST CHILDREN OF NORTHERN UGANDA 1 (2003), at <http://www.usaid.or.ug/ 

focus%20articles.htm>; STOLEN CHILDREN, supra note 15, at 7 (2003). 
21 UNHCHR Report on Uganda, supra note 15, para. 21. 
22 Stephane Dujarric, Highlights of the Noon Briefing (Aug. 27, 2004), at <http://www.un.org/News/ossg/ 

hilites/hilites_arch_main.asp>. 
23 STOLEN CHILDREN, supra note 15, at 2, 10. 
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loads from villages looted by their LRA captors. They are then put through a well-designed 
process of brutalization, forced under threat of death and torture to take part in beatings and 

killings of children who collapse under the burden of the workload, who disobey orders, or who 

attempt to escape.24 The killings, which are especially brutal, involve either severe beatings with 
clubs, or mutilation and dismemberment with machetes-sometimes over a number of days.25 
Not only do these methods instill obedience through fear, but the children who commit such 
acts are severely traumatized and invariably consider themselves as evil outcasts who can never 
return to a normal social existence in their homes or communities-thereby reinforcing their 

dependence on the LRA.26 
Life within the camps is strictly hierarchical and built upon a distortion and manipulation 

of children's familiar home experiences. "Family" units are headed by LRA commanders who 

effectively own the children as slaves. Even minor infractions of rules result in severe beatings 
by the "head of the family."27 The trauma arising from such ruthless internal discipline is exac- 
erbated by forcing children to attack villages (often their own communities), to kill and torture 
civilians, to burn homes and pillage property, and to abduct other children. Upon release or 

escape, many children are so severely traumatized by their experiences that their full rehabil- 
itation and return to normal social life are unattainable. 

In addition to these deprivations, the death rate for children in LRA camps is very high. Even 
when they are not killed by other LRA members or deliberately put in harm's way as "cannon 
fodder" in hostilities with the UPDF, children face a high risk of death from starvation, dehy- 
dration, or disease. There is little effort to provide adequate food rations or hygiene for the 
children.28 Girls-about 20 percent of the children abducted-have a somewhat lower mortality 
rate, primarily because they are often forced to become commanders' "wives," which results in 
less severe beatings and better food rations.29 Although some are given military training and 
forced to attack villages and abduct other children, most girls are assigned to commanders as 

ting ting (servants); they work long hours carrying heavy loads, walk long distances to fetch water 
and firewood, and perform other tasks such as cooking and harvesting.30 Almost all of the girls 
are raped, and it is common for girls to be given to LRA commanders as "wives" or sex slaves, 
and subjected to serious abuse, including forced pregnancy. In addition to these horrors, many 
girls have been infected with HIV. It is estimated that during the 1990s, over eight hundred 
children were born to the LRA "wives" concentrated atJabelein camp in southern Sudan. In 

June 2000, the LRA released over one hundred "child mothers" with their children, presumably 
because the children hindered the LRA's movements as it retreated from the UPDF during a 

counterinsurgency operation.31 There are an estimated two hundred girls, plus their children 

by IRA commanders, still living in the LRA camps in southern Sudan.32 Koney, the LRA leader, 
is said to have about sixty wives.33 

Apart from the horrors faced by abducted children, the atrocities against communities in north- 
ern Uganda are shocking in scale and gravity. In order to spread terror and impose obedience 

among the civilian population, the LRA takes pride in its gruesome massacres. To give but one 

example, on July 25, 2002, forty-eight people were hacked to death near the town of Kitgum. 
It is reported that elderly people were killed with machetes and spears, and that babies were 

24 Id. at 2. 
25 UNHCHR Report on Uganda, supra note 15, para. 16. 
26 Id., para. 17. 
2Id., para. 18. 

28 
d. 

29 Id., para. 43; STOLEN CHILDREN, supra note 15, at 14. 
30 STOLEN CHILDREN, supra note 15, at 13. 
31 Id. at 14. 
32 Id. 
33 UNHCHR Report on Uganda, supra note 15, para. 15. 
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flung against trees.34 Those who are not killed do not fare much better, as those suspected of 

sympathy for the government are subjected to amputations of hands, lips, and ears. Beyond 
massacres and torture, the LRAhas engaged in wanton destruction and pillage of civilian prop- 
erty, including burning and looting thousands of homes, storage granaries, and shops.35 The LRA 
has even attacked humanitarian relief convoys belonging to the UN World Food Programme, 
which almost one million people rely on for sustenance. 36 

In 2001, there were signs that the LRA's terror was abating. Fewer than one hundred children 
were abducted, and attacks against civilians decreased. This glimmer of hope was short-lived, 
however; fromJune to December 2002, an estimated five thousand children were abducted, more 
than in any other year since the conflict began. These abductions continued through 2003 and 
the first half of 2004, reaching a total of approximately twelve thousand children from the 
middle of 2002 through the middle of 200437 (after which date, unhindered UPDF access to 
LRA bases in Sudan significantly decreased such abductions, as discussed below). 

Children are most vulnerable to abduction at night, which is when the LRA carries out its raids 
on villages and camps. Each night, the fear of abduction consequently drives thousands of chil- 
dren from villages into towns like Gulu and Lacor, where they sleep on verandas, in bus parks, 
on church grounds, and in local factories, before returning home the following morning. These 
children are known locally as "night commuters." Hundreds of thousands of civilians have simply 
abandoned their homes and sought shelter in "protected villages" where the UPDF provides 
security. The socioeconomic impact of this massive dislocation and the resulting need to pro- 
vide humanitarian aid has been catastrophic for northern Uganda. In 2003, the population of 
IDP camps in the Gulu and Kitgum/Pader districts of northern Uganda doubled from approxi- 
mately four hundred thousand to eight hundred thousand38-a figure that represents approxi- 
mately 75 percent of the region's population of 1.1 million. 39 

III. UGANDA'S DECISION TO INVOKE ICC JURISDICTION 

As the tragedy unfolded inAcholiland, there was little international willingness to help Uganda 
confront the LRA. Despite the catastrophic human toll of the atrocities, there was simply no 
sufficiently vital interest to prompt action by powerful states. Uganda could not militarily thwart 
the LRA, primarily because of Sudanese support. Short of invading Sudan's territory and ignit- 
ing an international war, the UPDF was seriously impaired in its counterinsurgency operations. 
Efforts at negotiation with LRA leaders were fruitless. Although the vast majority of LRA soldiers 
were forcibly conscripted children with no interest in continuing the war against the Ugandan 
government, the LRA's top leadership ensured that ruthless discipline was maintained in the 
ranks. The conflict continued with no end in sight. 

OnJanuary 21, 2000, Uganda adopted an Amnesty Act providing amnesty for anyone who had 

engaged in armed rebellion against the government since 1986 and who agreed to renounce 
and abandon such rebellion, and to surrender his or her arms.40 This policy, which sought to 

provide an incentive for LRA commanders to end their insurgency, was endorsed by various 
states and NGOs, such as the Carter Center's Conflict Resolution Program.41 Uganda's offer of 

34 ICC BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON UGANDA, supra note 17; GLOBAL SECURITY.ORG, LORD'S RESISTANCE 
ARMY (2005), at <http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/lra.htm>. 35 ICC BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON UGANDA, supra note 17. 

36 See, e.g., UN World Food Programme, The Hunger Crisis in Africa, at <http://www.wfp.org/appeals/flash_appeals/ 
africahungeralert/>. 

37 Dujarric, supra note 22. 
38 ICC BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON UGANDA, supra note 17; see STOLEN CHILDREN, supra note 15, at 5. 
39 STOLEN CHILDREN, supra note 15, at 5. 
40 

Amnesty Act, 2000, at <http://www.c-r.org/accord/uganda/accord 1/downloads/2000Jan_The_Amnesty_ 
Act.doc>. 

4' See, e.g., CARTER CENTER, ACTIVITIES BY COUNTRY: UGANDA, at <http://www.cartercenter.org/activities/ 
country75.htm> (section on "Waging Peace, Mediating Conflict"). 
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amnesty was rejected by the higher-level LRA commanders, however, whose onslaught against 
civilians continued unabated.42 There was also significant dissent about the wisdom of offering 
an amnesty to the LRA's top leadership. For instance, a November 2001 report43 of the UN 

high commissioner for human rights on the situation in northern Uganda stated that "a blanket 

amnesty, particularly where war crimes and crimes against humanity have been committed, 
promotes a culture of impunity and is not in conformity with international standards and prac- 
tice." The report noted that the Amnesty Act and the reconciliation process "has the strong and 
determined support of all the organizations in the north ... and ... among the general public 
as well." It recognized that "the vast majority of LRA fighters are or were child soldiers and are 
therefore unlikely to be prosecuted for any crimes they may have committed while they were 
abducted." Nevertheless, the report maintained that "[i]n conformity with the relevant interna- 
tional legal norms, the top leadership of the LRA must remain accountable" for crimes such 
as murder, enslavement, torture, rape, and sexual slavery.44 Alluding to the general indiffer- 
ence to the plight of northern Ugandans, the report concluded that the "international commu- 

nity should take the necessary steps to isolate further the top leadership of the LRA and to hold 
it accountable for the gross human rights violations for which it is responsible." 45 

In its referral to the ICC, Uganda decided to pursue exactly the policy that the UN high 
commissioner had already proposed-namely, to withdraw its offer of amnesty to the top LRA 
leaders indicted by the ICC prosecutor. In 2000, when the government passed its much criti- 
cized blanket amnesty, there had been no international criminal jurisdiction before which the 

perpetrators could be prosecuted. At that time, Uganda had no choice but to persist in its dual 

policy of providing amnesties while simultaneously attempting militarily to contain the LRA. 

Despite defections by foot soldiers-who were largely abducted children-the amnesty policy 
failed. Not a single senior LRA commander took advantage of it. Indeed, as the LRA's abduc- 
tions continued into 2002 and 2003, it became clear that nothing short of effective military action 

against the LRA would drive its leaders to opt for negotiation. 
Uganda ratified the Rome Statute on June 14, 2002,just before it entered into force. At that 

point, however, Uganda had no intention of using the ICC as a means of isolating and arrest- 

ing the LRA's top leadership. The government's focus was on protecting its civilian population 
against further LRA attacks. Despite various diplomatic initiatives aimed at improving relations 
between Uganda and Sudan, the LRA continued to receive support from Sudan and to operate 
out of bases in the southern part of that country (even though a 1999 Sudan-Uganda noninter- 
vention agreement, coinciding with the Sudan-SPLA peace process, had eliminated Sudan's 

original justification for supporting the LRA).46 It was in this context-persistent international 
indifference coupled with the exhaustion of available alternatives-that the idea of an ICC 
referral emerged. It was conceived, in particular, as a strategy for engaging the international 

community by committing ICC proponents to the arrest and prosecution of top LRA leaders, 
just as the United Nations had earlier proposed; by excluding leaders indicted by the ICC from 
the previously enacted amnesty legislation, Uganda would help to "ensur[e] that those bearing 
the greatest responsibility for the crimes against humanity committed in Northern Uganda are 

brought to justice."47 International trials were also viewed as a depoliticized venue for justice that 
would be perceived as impartial if and when the LRA's top leaders were captured. Notwithstanding 

42 STOLEN CHILDREN, supra note 15, at 5. 
43 UNHCHR Report on Uganda, supra note 15. 
4Id., para. 51. 
5 Id., para. 80. 

46 INT'L CRISIS GROUP, NORTHERN UGANDA: UNDERSTANDING AND SOLVING THE CONFLICT 7 (Apr. 14, 2004) 
(Africa Report No. 77) [hereinafter UNDERSTANDING AND SOLVING THE CONFLICT]. The reports and briefings 
of the International Crisis Group are available at <http://www.icg.org>. 

47 President's referral to ICC, supra note 1. 
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the recognized competence of Uganda's judicial system, in the face of the continuing distrust 
between Uganda's north and south, the ICC could also become an instrument for national rec- 
onciliation. 

Despite these local political considerations, Uganda's objectives were fully compatible with the 

purposes of the ICC. Given the gravity of the crimes committed by the LRA, there was a com- 

pelling international interest in their prosecution. And since international cooperation was 
necessary in order to arrest and, to a certain extent, investigate LRA leaders in Sudan, the ICC 
was in a much better position to conduct the prosecution. Nevertheless, although Uganda 
initiated the state referral, it could in no way impose its own judgment or preferences upon the 
ICC; the prosecutor's consent and approval were required before the ICC could proceed with 
an investigation. Article 53 of the Rome Statute clearly indicates that the initiation of an inves- 
tigation arising from a state referral requires that the prosecutor determine that there is a "rea- 
sonable basis to proceed," taking into account the criteria delineated in that same article (for 
further discussion of this point, see part IV below). In the case of Uganda's referral of the LRA 
situation to the ICC, the prosecutor took seven months (from December 2003 to July 2004) to 
decide whether and how to proceed. That is, despite Uganda's pressing need for swift action, 
it was the prosecutor's task to determine, after careful analysis, whether the referral satisfied 
the preconditions for exercise of ICC jurisdiction. 

In this context, it is worth noting that despite the occasionally expressed concerns about the 
politics of case selection in relation to state referrals, similar concerns would arise in the case 
of referrals from the Security Council. And the protections are the same in both cases. They are 
both subject to pre-investigation prosecutorial as well as judicial review, and may be rejected 
if they fail to satisfy certain criteria. Thus, both a state or the Security Council may unilaterally 
"trigger," but not impose, ICCjurisdiction.48 Political selectivity is further constrained because 
referrals encompass a "situation" rather than particular defendants. The ICC's acceptance of 
jurisdiction empowers the prosecutor to investigate and prosecute persons belonging to all par- 
ties to the conflict, provided that the alleged crimes fall within the subject-matter jurisdiction 
of the Court and satisfy the requisite threshold of gravity justifying the exceptional exercise of 
international criminal jurisdiction. 

Uganda's referral to the ICC was implicitly criticized for political selectivity by some NGOs. 
For instance, Human Rights Watch (HRW) asserted that while it had documented "many shock- 
ing abuses by the LRA in Uganda, . . . the ICC prosecutor [could not] ignore the crimes that 
Ugandan government troops allegedly ha[d] committed."49 Similarly, the International Crisis 
Group (ICG) recommended that the ICC "[i]nvestigate war crimes and crimes against humanity 
committed by any party in the context of the conflict in Northern Uganda."50 What these criti- 
cisms fail to take into account is that Uganda was aware that in referring the LRA situation to 
the ICC, it was potentially exposing itself to international judicial scrutiny. Indeed, well before 
the ICG made the recommendation quoted above, Uganda's President Yoweri Museveni prom- 
ised to cooperate with the ICC prosecutor if he chose to investigate the Ugandan army's alleged 
commission of war crimes. "I am ready to be investigated for war crimes ... and if any of our 
people were involved in any crimes, we will give him up to be tried by the ICC.... And in any 
case, if such cases are brought to our attention, we will try them ourselves." 51 

48 Acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, however, the Security Council may require that a state defer 
investigations and prosecutions to ICCjurisdiction, thus overriding the admissibility preconditions of Article 17 
of the Rome Statute in accordance with Article 103 of the Charter (defining the priority of UN obligations). Security 
Council Resolution 1593 (Mar. 31, 2005) referring the Darfur situation to the ICC does not expressly make such 
a determination in the case of Sudan. 

49 Human Rights Watch Press Release, ICC: Investigate All Sides in Uganda (Feb. 4, 2004). 
50 UNDERSTANDING AND SOLVING THE CONFLICT, supra note 46, at iii. 
5 

Museveni Pledges to Cooperate with ICC to Probe Uganda War Crimes, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, Feb. 25, 2004. Presi- 
dent Museveni's remark is quoted by Moreno-Ocampo (with the BBC as his source) in his remarks to the Com- 
mittee of Legal Advisers on Public International Law (Mar. 18, 2004), at http://www.coe.int/T/E/Legal_affairs/ 
Legal_co-operation/Public_international_law/>. 
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IV. CRIMES WITHIN ICC JURISDICTION 

In determining whether there is a "reasonable basis to proceed" with a state referral, the 

prosecutor must first consider whether, under Article 53(1)(a) of the Rome Statute, the infor- 
mation available to him "provides a reasonable basis to believe that a crime within thejurisdic- 
tion of the Court has been or is being committed." With respect to subject-matter jurisdiction, 
the prosecutor had indicated shortly after Uganda's referral that the LRA atrocities apparently 
constituted "crimes against humanity."52 Article 7(1) of the Statute provides that the enumerated 
acts-such as murder, enslavement, imprisonment, torture, and rape-qualify as crimes against 
humanity "when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any 
civilian population, with knowledge of the attack." Article 7(2)(a) elaborates this contextual 

requirement, stating that the phrase "Attack directed against any civilian population" implies 
"a course of conduct involving the multiple commission of acts referred to in paragraph 1 against 
any civilian population, pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to com- 
mit such attack." The express reference to "organizational policy," which is intended to include 
nonstate actors (such as the LRA) within the purview of crimes against humanity, recognizes 
the unprecedented capacity of contemporary insurgencies and terrorist groups to commit large- 
scale atrocities against civilians. Based on the facts as set out in part II above, it is reasonable 
to conclude that the LRA has been involved in the multiple commission of criminal acts against 
the civilian population of northern Uganda, and that such acts have been committed pursuant 
to, and in furtherance of, the LRA's strategy of terrorizing civilians. 

With respect to temporaljurisdiction, Article 1 (1) of the Rome Statute provides: "The Court 
has jurisdiction only with respect to crimes committed after the entry into force of this Statute." 
The Rome Statute entered into force on July 1, 2002, which was the first day of the month after 
the sixtieth day following the date of the deposit (April 11, 2002) of the sixtieth instrument of 
ratification with the UN secretary-general, as stipulated by Article 126(1). Uganda ratified the 
Statute on June 14, 2002, and was the sixty-eighth state to do so. Pursuant to Article 126(2), the 
Statute entered into force for Uganda on September 1, 2002, the first day of the month after the 
sixtieth day following the deposit of its instrument of ratification. In order to extend the ICC's 

temporal jurisdiction to the greatest possible extent, however, Uganda also submitted a decla- 
ration, under Articles 1 1(2) and 12(3) of the Statute, recognizing the Court's jurisdiction as of 

July 1, 2002. In view of the ongoing LRA atrocities during the summer of 2002, this two-month 

expansion of temporal jurisdiction is not without significance. Nonetheless, the ICC's strictly 
circumscribed temporal jurisdiction excludes a major portion of the LRA atrocities committed 
since 1986, even if such prior acts may still be legally relevant as evidence of a pattern of conduct. 

V. ADMISSIBILITY OF STATE REFERRALS UNDER THE ICC "COMPLEMENTARITY" SYSTEM 

Article 53(1)(b) stipulates that in determining whether there is a reasonable basis to proceed 
with an investigation, the prosecutor must consider whether the "case is or would be admissible 
under article 17" of the Rome Statute. Unlike the ICTY and ICTR, the ICC does not enjoy pri- 
macy over national courts.53 On the contrary, national courts have the primary responsibility for 

52 President's referral to ICC, supra note 1. 
53 Article 8(2) of the ICTR Statute provides: 

The International Tribunal for Rwanda shall have the primacy over the national courts of all States. At 
any stage of the procedure, the International Tribunal for Rwanda may formally request national courts 
to defer to its competence in accordance with the present Statute and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence 
of the International Tribunal for Rwanda. 

Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, SC Res. 955, annex (Nov. 8, 1994), 33 ILM 1602 (1994), 
available at <http://www.ictr.org/ENGLISH/basicdocs/statute.html>. Article 9(2) of the ICTY Statute provides: 

The International Tribunal shall have primacy over national courts. At any stage of the procedure, the 
International Tribunal may formally request national courts to defer to the competence of the International 
Tribunal in accordance with the present Statute and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Interna- 
tional Tribunal. 
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the prosecution of international crimes. As such, the ICC is "complementary" to national crim- 
inal jurisdictions and may exercise jurisdiction only when certain criteria are satisfied. The 
complementarity system is elaborated under Article 17(1)-in some respects the cornerstone 
of the Rome Statute-which provides that the Court shall determine a case is inadmissible if: 

(a) The case is being investigated or prosecuted by a State which has jurisdiction over it, 
unless the State is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or pros- 
ecution; 

(b) The case has been investigated by a State which has jurisdiction over it and the State 
has decided not to prosecute the person concerned, unless the decision resulted from 
the unwillingness or inability of the State genuinely to prosecute; 

(c) The person concerned has already been tried for conduct which is the subject of the 
complaint, and a trial by the Court is not permitted under article 20, paragraph 3;54 

(d) The case is not of sufficient gravity to justify further action by the Court. 

The object and purpose of Article 17 is to give effect to the principle that the ICC's exercise 
ofjurisdiction "shall be complementary to national criminaljurisdictions," as stipulated in Arti- 
cle 1 of the Rome Statute. Thus, Article 17 limits the ICC'sjurisdiction in favor of national judi- 
cial systems, "reflecting the concerns of States over national sovereignty and the potentially intru- 
sive powers of an international institution."55 There are two competing interpretations, however, 
of the complementarity principle under the ICC Statute. 

A negative interpretation of complementarity would maintain that Article 17 categorically 
limits ICC jurisdiction to those situations in which a state is unwilling or unable to exercise juris- 
diction. That is, the ICC should be a substitute for national trials only when there is a failure 
to prosecute by the relevant national judicial system. This rule would apply even in the case of 
states' voluntary relinquishment ofjurisdiction to the ICC. Consequently, a state referral that does 
not meet the criteria of unwillingness or inability specified in Article 17(2)-(3) would be declared 
inadmissible. By contrast, a positive interpretation of complementarity would maintain that 
Article 17 limits ICCjurisdiction through the criterion of unwillingness or inability only when 
there is a conflict between the ICC and a national criminal jurisdiction. That is, when both the 
ICC and a state intend to prosecute, the ICC would be able to exercise jurisdiction only if it was 
established that the state'sjudicial system is either unwilling or unable genuinely to prosecute. 
But when there is no conflict of jurisdiction because a state has voluntarily relinquished juris- 
diction to the ICC, the criteria set forth in Article 17(2)-(3) would not apply. Consequently, on 
this interpretation, Article 17 presents no impediment to a state's voluntary deferral of investi- 
gation and prosecution to the ICC, provided that the crimes being referred fall within the Court's 
jurisdiction and receive the prosecutor's approval under Article 53. 

It is uniformly agreed that when a state is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out necessary 
investigations or prosecutions, the ICC is empowered to exercisejurisdiction. That is, the "criteria 
[in Article 17(2)-(3)] set[] out the circumstances when the Court should assume jurisdiction even 
where national investigations or prosecutions had occurred."56 But what if such investigations 
or prosecutions have not occurred, because a state that is both willing and able has voluntarily 
deferred investigations and prosecutions in favor of the ICC? Is the unwillingness or inability 
to conduct an investigation or prosecution a necessary precondition for the exercise of ICC 
jurisdiction? 

Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, SC Res. 827, annex (May 25, 1993), 
32 ILM 1203 (1993), as amended May 13, 1998, Nov. 30, 2000, May 17 & Aug. 14, 2002, & May 19, 2003, available 
at <http://www.un.org/icty/legaldoc/index.htm>. 

54 
[Author's note: Article 20(3) refers to the ne bis in idem principle.] 

55 John T. Holmes, Complementarity: National Courts Versus the ICC, in 1 THE ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNA- 
TIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: ACOMMENTARY 667, 668 (Antonio Cassese, Paola Gaeta, &John R. W. D. Jones eds., 
2002). 

56 Id. at 673. 
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An ordinary interpretation ofArticles 17(1)(a) and (b) indicates that unwillingness or inability 
is relevant only when a state has investigated or prosecuted a case; when it has not done so, there 
is no express requirement of establishing unwillingness or inability as a precondition for the 
exercise ofjurisdiction. Despite the absence of any express precondition, it may still be argued 
that such a precondition is implicit in the complementarity system, which is intended to allow 
for ICC jurisdiction only in exceptional circumstances. There is essentially no support for this 

proposition in the Rome Statute's travaux preparatoires, however, and it is not even clear that 
the travaux are relevant; they are merely a supplementary means of interpretation when the 

ordinary meaning of terms is ambiguous or leads to an unreasonable result,57 which is not the 
case here. That said, in 1995, during the very early stages of deliberations on the Statute, some 

delegates had "suggested that the draft statute should provide for the possibility that a State 

might voluntarily decide to relinquish itsjurisdiction in favour of the international criminal court 
in respect of crimes expressly provided for under its statute." 58 This suggestion 

gave rise to reservations on the ground that it was not consistent with some delegations' 
view of the principle of complementarity. In this respect, the remark was made that the 
international criminal court should in no way undermine the effectiveness of national jus- 
tice systems and should only be resorted to in exceptional cases. 59 

This single reference can hardly be taken as representing an authoritative interpretation of the 
Statute. The exchange simply indicates that there was disagreement between some delegates on 
this issue; it provides no basis for asserting that the travaux demonstrate, or even tend to sug- 
gest, that voluntary relinquishment of national criminaljurisdiction to the ICC is impermissible 
under Article 17 or any other part of the Statute. Nor is there any basis, in the travaux or any- 
where else, for the view that voluntary relinquishment per se-irrespective of circumstances- 
would be inconsistent with the object and purpose of the Rome Statute. For instance, acute 

political controversy that would taint national trials and undermine national reconciliation may 
justify exceptional recourse to ICC jurisdiction. There may be legitimate concerns about the 

potential abuse of such state referrals, but these concerns were adequately-and expressly- 
addressed by the adoption of procedural safeguards, including Article 53, allowing the prose- 
cutor "to reject claims that were frivolous or not warranting international adjudication." 60 

With respect to the LRA referral, it should be noted that Uganda's failure to investigate or 

prosecute LRA leaders stems from its previous policy of granting a blanket amnesty under the 
2000 Amnesty Act. In other words, it did not deliberately fail to investigate or prosecute LRA 
crimes as a ploy to vest the ICC withjurisdiction. So long as Uganda could not arrest the accused 
in Sudan, it had nothing to lose by offering an amnesty as an incentive for demobilization. Its 
willingness to modify its previous policy and to pursue prosecutions was predicated on the avail- 
ability of the ICC as an effective venue and on the prospect of a new political equation in which 
Sudan would be pressured to stop harboring the LRA. There is no reason to conclude that 
Uganda's relinquishment ofjurisdiction was in any way an abuse of its rights under Articles 13(a) 
and 14 of the Rome Statute. By the same token, there is no merit to the suggestion that the 
LRA referral demonstrates that "positive" complementarity would undermine the ICC's object 
and purpose of ensuring the prosecution of the most serious crimes of concern to the interna- 
tional community. 

Even if the "negative" complementarity variant is adopted, however, the LRA referral would 
still withstand scrutiny. It is conceivable that a state may be unwilling to prosecute before national 
courts but nevertheless be willing to do so before the ICC. For instance, the prosecution of an 
especially powerful accused before national courts could destabilize a government or even result 

57 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, May 23, 1969, Art. 32, 1155 UNTS 331. 
58 

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court, UN GAOR, 
50th Sess., Supp. No. 22, para. 47, UN Doc. A/50/22 (1995). 

59 Id. 
60 

d. 
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in serious political violence. Consider the example of the self-imposed amnesty of Augusto 
Pinochet and other military leaders in Chile as a precondition for transition to civilian rule. Were 
it not for the exercise of universal jurisdiction by the courts of other states, Pinochet would 
probably have continued to shield himself successfully from accountability in Chile. In such 
situations, the existence of an externaljurisdiction may be an indispensable means of changing 
domestic power realities and of challenging a deliberately imposed culture of impunity. Sim- 

ilarly, a state may be unwilling to prosecute because an indifferent international community has 
pressured it to offer a blanket amnesty as an expedient "solution" to ongoing violence. Engag- 
ing an international tribunal to isolate and arrest the perpetrators could improve the state's 

bargaining position vis-a-vis criminal elements and render it willing to prosecute, but not neces- 
sarily before its own courts. 

In view of its new policy on amnesties, Uganda is no longer "unwilling" to prosecute LRA lead- 
ers, though as indicated previously, such willingness is based on the availability of an ICC refer- 
ral.61 Had this option not been available, Uganda may have simply persisted in its dual policy 
of offering a blanket amnesty while pursuing military containment. 

In addition to being willing to prosecute, Uganda also possesses ajudicial system that is rec- 

ognized for its independence and that has not collapsed as a result of the armed conflict in the 
north.62 If the negative complementarity variant is adopted, the primary reason for invoking 
ICC jurisdiction would be that the LRA leaders could not be arrested since they were outside 
Ugandan territory. This form of"inability" is clearly contemplated by Article 17(3), which pro- 
vides: "In order to determine inability in a particular case, the Court shall consider, due to a 
total or substantial collapse or unavailability of its national judicial system, the State is unable 
to obtain the accused or the necessary evidence and testimony or otherwise unable to carry out 
its proceedings." Although Uganda'sjudicial system has not collapsed, it is "unavailable" because 
the presence of the accused in a neighboring state prevents Uganda from taking them into cus- 
tody. This interpretation is reasonable in view of Article 17's broad scope; for instance, it has 
been suggested that the residual term "or otherwise unable to carry out its proceedings" con- 

templates situations such as "the absence of sufficient qualified personnel to effect a genuine 
prosecution ... even if the State has the accused and the evidence."63 

In the present case, it would be unreasonable to suggest that Uganda's inability to prosecute 
would cease as soon as LRA leaders are arrested by Uganda, with the effect that an otherwise 
valid referral would become invalid. Once the Court's jurisdiction has been triggered through 
an appropriate mechanism, it should not be withdrawn absent exceptional circumstances. Accord- 
ingly, even under the "negative" complementarity variant-that is, an interpretation requiring 
unwillingness or inability to investigate and prosecute-the LRA referral is consistent with the 
requirements of Article 17 of the Rome Statute. In the final analysis, however, there is no basis, 
in law or policy, for the assertion that states cannot voluntarily relinquish jurisdiction in favor 
of the ICC. 

VI. GLOBALJUSTICE, LOCAL PEACE, AND THE INTERESTS OFJUSTICE 

Article 53(1)(c) provides that in determining whether to proceed with an investigation, the 

prosecutor shall consider whether, "taking into account the gravity of the crime and the inter- 
ests of victims, there are nonetheless substantial reasons to believe that an investigation would not 
serve the interests ofjustice." In contrast to paragraphs (a) and (b) of Article 53(1), this criterion 
is relatively subjective and indeterminate (though it is, in fact, subject to review by a pretrial 

61 President's referral to ICC, supra note 1. For a general discussion of Uganda's intent to prosecute LRA lead- 
ership, see Integrated Regional Information Networks, UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, 
New Amnesty Law to Exclude Top LRA Leaders (Dec. 16, 2003), at <http://www.irinnews.org>. 

62 
See, e.g., U.S. DEP'TOFSTATE, BACKGROUND NOTE ON UGANDA (Jan. 2005), at <http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/ 

bgn/2963.htm>. 
63 Holmes, supra note 55, at 678. 
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chamber pursuant to Article 53(3)). Instead of a purely mechanical determination thatjurisdic- 
tion exists, the prosecutor must take into account the broader context within which interna- 
tional criminaljustice operates. This aspect ofprosecutorial discretion is particularly important 
when investigations or prosecutions may arguably prolong or aggravate ongoing conflict or 
undermine a fragile peace process. 

Prior to authorizing an investigation of the situation in Uganda, the prosecutor had taken 
note of"local initiatives to find negotiated solutions to the situation" and had encouraged those 
involved "to provide the Office with further relevant information in order to ensure that inter- 
national justice plays a proper role in these efforts."64 Although he decided to proceed with an 

investigation and quickly built a "strong case" against the top LRA leaders, he considered 
whether to delay the issuance of arrest warrants in response to the pleas of Acholi leaders.65 
The Acholi Religious Leaders Peace Initiative (ARPLI) has maintained that it is important to 
have "peace first and .. .justice later on," and that ICC arrest warrants would be likely to dis- 

courage LRA insurgents from accepting the government's amnesty offer.66 Some observers have 

gone so far as to suggest that the "ICC has committed a terrible blunder"; to commence investi- 

gations "for the sake ofjustice at a time when northern Uganda sees the most promising signs 
for a negotiated settlement of the violence risks having in the end neitherjustice nor peace deliv- 
ered."67 Others even believe that the government "could have finished this war within months 
if they really wanted to," thereby suggesting that the ICC referral was an anti-Acholi policy aimed 
at prolonging the war to keep northern Uganda weak. 68 

The reality is that the ICC referral has significantly weakened the LRA by pressuring Sudan 
to stop harboring rebel camps. The new-found LRAwillingness to negotiate with the government 
is a mark of desperation resulting from this new reality. By transforming what would otherwise 
be a forgotten war in Africa into a litmus test for the ICC, Uganda engaged the international 

community and increased the costs to Sudan of continued support for the LRA. Impartial 
observers such as the ICG have recognized that "Sudan has been central to the LRA's survival." 
When the LRA has been under pressure from the UPDF in the past, "it has been able to retreat 

safely to Southern Sudanese rear bases to recuperate and rearm. The LRA has stockpiled weapons 
it has received from Sudan against the contingency of a cut-off. Sudan has also provided medi- 
cine and food."69 The ICG pointed out in an April 2004 report-shortly after the ICC referral- 
that "[d]espite the agreement with Uganda, Sudan continues to support the LRA from bases 
near Torit andJuba, which it claims are refugee camps. Kony's new base is in the Imatong Moun- 
tains in Southern Sudan, an excellent hideout that affords easy defence and difficult detection 
due to the rugged terrain."70 It concludes that the LRA's then recent arms acquisition was prob- 
ably "a farewell package from a government that feels it may no longer be able to afford to har- 
bour a terrorist group but wishes to increase its capacity to sustain operations in Northern Uganda 
for a long time." In a subsequent, April 2005 report-by which time the ICC referral had pushed 
the LRA issue into international prominence -the ICG observed that the "ICC has already had 
a positive impact on the peace process by sobering the LRA and influencing Khartoum to reduce 

support."71 

64 Luis Moreno-Ocampo, Statement of the Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo to Diplomatic Corps (Feb. 12, 2004), at 
<http://www.icc-cpi.int/library/organs/otp/OTP.SM20040212-EN.pdf>. 

65 See Josefine Volqvartz, ICC Under Fire over Uganda Probe (Feb. 23, 2005), at <http://www.cnn.com/2005/ 
WORLD/africa/02/23/uganda.volqvartz/>; Uganda Rebels Take More Children, BRITISH BROADCASTING CORP. [herein- 
after BBC] (Mar. 18, 2005), at <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/4361115.stm>; see also Will Ross, UgandansAsk 
ICC to Spare Rebels (March 16, 2005), at <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/4352901.stm>. 

66 Ross, supra note 65. 
67 

Volqvartz, supra note 65. 
68 Id. 
69 UNDERSTANDING AND SOLVING THE CONFLICT, supra note 46, at 7. 
70 

Id. 
71 INT'L CRISIS GROUP, SHOCK THERAPY FOR NORTHERN UGANDA'S PEACE PROCESS 5 (Apr. 21, 2005) (Africa 

Briefing No. 23) [hereinafter SHOCK THERAPY]. 
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Sudan's changed posture resulting from the ICC referral has had far-reaching consequences 
on the LRA's fortunes. Take for instance, the bleak UN assessment of the humanitarian situa- 
tion as of November 2003, just one month before Uganda's ICC referral: 

Since July 2002 and throughout most of 2003, the humanitarian situation in Uganda con- 
tinued to deteriorate. The outlook for 2004 does not look promising due to the expansion 
of the [LRA] attacks into the Teso sub-region, despite sporadic repulses of the LRA by the 
[UPDF]. In a bid to continue fighting the LRA, the Government of Uganda was allowed 
by Sudanese Government to extend the UPDF operations into southern Sudan .... The 
LRA however continues to use its bases in southern Sudan to launch its operations .... The 
number of internally displaced persons ... has reached a figure of over one million ....72 

As the ICG report indicates, Sudan's cooperation was not wholly genuine in the time period 
immediately after the LRA referral. As the momentum generated by the ICC referral increased, 
however, Sudan allowed more significant cross-border raids deep into its territory and eventually 
appeared to end, or at least to significantly decrease, supplies to the LRA. The resulting 
military advances were unprecedented and included the reported capture in September 2004 of 
Kony's bodyguard and intelligence officer, as well as the injury of his deputy Vincent Otti, near 
the town of Pakanyara, 160 kilometers north of Uganda's border with Sudan.73 By November 
2004, the United Nations' assessment of the humanitarian situation had dramatically changed 
for the better: 

The weakening of the LRA in southern Sudan and northern Uganda by the Ugandan army, 
the apparent lack of control by the leader of the LRA over his troops in northern Uganda 
and the numerous defections of LRA commanders and foot soldiers since April 2004 have 
brought, especially amongst some of the Acholi traditional and religious leaders and gov- 
ernment officials, a ray of hope that the end of this long ordeal is getting closer. 74 

The military pressures, coupled with the isolation of top leaders and continued offers of 
amnesty to others, created divisions within the LRA leadership and prompted significant defec- 
tions. In February 2005, Brigadier Sam Kollo, the LRA's top negotiator, surrendered to the 
UPDF. He was reportedly attacked by LRA soldiers as he tried to escape. Kollo indicated that he 
was "tired of being a rebel." His life was in danger following a dispute with Otti, Kony's deputy- 
apparently because of Kollo's more rational approach toward negotiations with the Ugandan 
government.75 Kollo had earlier suggested that there were no factions within the LRA and that 
they had "wanted to talk peace with the government of Uganda, but the Ugandan government 
is never serious."76 If anything, his defection demonstrates that top leaders like Kony and Otti 
have no serious interest in negotiations except perhaps as a means of buying time when under 
pressure. Other high-profile defections included Colonel Onon Kamdulu, also a member of the 
LRA negotiating team.77 Earlier in October 2004, Sudan had facilitated the repatriation of a 
number of foot soldiers. Reports noted that "under an amnesty, the entire group will be wel- 
comed home and given assistance by humanitarian agencies."78 In short, by the second half of 
2004, the LRA's military setbacks, together with the Ugandan government's good faith amnesty 
offers, had significantly weakened the position of the top leaders. 

In its encouraging, November 2004 assessment, the United Nations recognized the link be- 
tween the LRA's reversal of fortune and Sudan's new willingness to distance itself from erstwhile 
allies that had now been transformed into an international liability. It noted than in March 2004, 

72 UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Consolidated Appeals Process: Uganda 2004, at 1 
(Nov. 2003), at <http://ochadms.unog.ch>. 

73 Ugandan Forces 'Kill 25 Rebels,' BBC (Sept. 19, 2004), at <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/3670944.stm>. 
74 

Uganda 2005, supra note 3, at 1. 
75 See Uganda Rebel Commander Surrenders, BBC (Feb. 16, 2005), at <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/low/africa/ 

4270819.stm>. 
76 Museveni Rejects War Mediation, BBC (Sept. 7, 2004), at <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/3634072.stm>. 
77 See Uganda Rebel Commander Surrenders, BBC (Feb. 16,2005), at <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/4270819.stm>. 78 Will Ross,Joy as UgandanAbductees Return (Oct. 4, 2004), at <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/3712892.stm>. 
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Uganda and Sudan renewed their bilateral military protocol resulting in "Operation Iron Fist 
II (OIF II)[, which] allowed Ugandan troops to pursue the LRA across Sudanese borders." This 
operation had two repercussions-namely, "the renewed pursuit of the LRA in southern Sudan 
[that ] significantly weakened the rebels as their bases were overrun; and the increasing pres- 
sure [that] forced the LRA to cross from Sudan to Uganda, resulting in more attacks on villages 
and IDP camps as the rebels raided for food and recruits."79 

Notwithstanding the immediate, short-term consequences of driving the LRA back into Uganda, 
the United Nations reported some six months after the LRA referral: 

Since July [2004], there has been a marked improvement in the general security situa- 
tion following high rates of LRA desertions, partly as a result of OIF II, a trend that started 
in April and included both middle-ranking commanders and soldiers. LRA attacks on 
camps became less frequent, creating a feeling, especially among government officials, that 
the LRA had been significantly weakened and that the war was about to end.80 

In this context, it is easy to see that the process of isolating the LRA leadership that was set 
into motion-or at least expedited-by the ICC referral has borne fruit and is opening the way, 
over the longer term, to some form of peaceful outcome. The characterization of the referral as 
a "terrible" and ill-timed "blunder"81 simply fails to take into account that these promising dev- 
elopments are a result of pressure arising from the ICC's intervention in this long-neglected 
conflict. By the same token, the conspiratorial view-that by pursuing ICC justice, the Ugan- 
dan government is attempting to prolong the conflict and to keep northern Uganda weak-is 

equally unfounded. This view betrays the historical distrust between Uganda's north and south-a 
further demonstration of the imperative need for credible international trials that are disen- 
tangled from local politics. In this respect, Uganda's decision to relinquish jurisdiction to the 
ICC may be viewed as an important confidence-building measure. Further helping to distance 
the LRA prosecutions from local politics was the visit of a delegation of Acholi leaders to The 

Hague-at the invitation of the ICC prosecutor. Through this visit, the delegation was reas- 
sured that the prosecutor "is mindful of our traditional justice and reconciliation process . . . 
of the peace process and dialogue" and that "whoever has already benefited from amnesty will 
not be investigated or prosecuted by the ICC."82 It has been noted that such activities have 
"increased mutual understanding with Northern Ugandan civil society"83 and that "a spirit of 
cooperation has replaced suspicion in Northern Uganda about the Court's intentions." 84 

Contrary to the view that the ICC arrest warrants are an impediment to further defections, 
delays in their issuance may actually undermine Uganda's otherwise effective amnesty policy. 
Prior to the military setbacks in 2004, senior LRA commanders had never accepted offers of 
amnesty. Because of the defection of Kollo and others, however, it has become clear to other LRA 
members that the government's policy is genuine and that it is being implemented in good 
faith. But lack of clarity about the scope of the ICC indictments has created uncertainty about 
who is exempt from the amnesty law. For instance, there are indications that in northern Uganda, 
"the public and the LRA think the ICC is here to punish children who have been abducted."85 
Uganda's explicit policy, however, is to exclude only the top LRA leadership from the amnesty 
legislation, thereby "ensuring that those bearing the greatest responsibility for the crimes against 
humanity committed in Northern Uganda are brought to justice."86 This narrow exception has 

79 
Uganda 2005, supra note 3, at 5. 

80 
Id. 

81 
Volqvartz, supra note 65. 

82 ICC Press Release, Statements by ICC Chief Prosecutor and the Visiting Delegation ofAcholi Leaders from 
Northern Uganda (Mar. 18,2005); see ICC Press Release,Joint Statement by ICC Chief Prosecutor and the Visit- 
ing Delegation of Lango, Acholi, Iteso and Madi Community Leaders from Northern Uganda (Apr. 16, 2005). 

83 SHOCK THERAPY, supra note 71, at 1. 
84 Id. at 5. 
85 

Volqvartz, supra note 65. 
86 President's referral to ICC, supra note 1. 
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already encouraged divisions within the leadership and isolated those at the top, who are least 

likely to accept any negotiated settlement, as demonstrated by Kollo's dispute with Otti. The 
ICC's indictment of the top few leaders would leave no doubt as to who benefits from Uganda's 
amnesty law-thereby further isolating those leaders. In the highly unlikely event that leaders 
such as Kony or Otti are willing to lay down their arms, the terms of the negotiations could 
include mitigated sentencing by the ICC in exchange for voluntary surrender. 

Although the LRA has been weakened, it has not been eliminated, and it still poses a threat 
to civilians in Acholiland. The United Nations has cautioned that "the security in Gulu, Kitgum 
and Pader districts has not yet improved enough to have a positive impact on the humanitarian 
situation."87 In March 2005, for example, forty-nine people were abducted from a village in the 
north, apparently because the LRA needed to replenish its ranks. This renewed activity prompted 
the ICC prosecutor to note that he was "collecting evidence but at the same time assessing 
carefully what happened, because I have to understand the interests of the victims."88 The fol- 
lowing month, an ICG report warned that the "LRA is reorganising for intensified conflict."89 
The prosecutor is thus faced, as of the time of this writing, with a complicated decision. On the 
one hand, there have been calls to delay arrest warrants in order to pursue peace negotiations. 
On the other, it is all but certain that further LRA attacks are imminent, with the likelihood of 
increased intensity because the situation is growing more desperate for Kony. 

The interests of global justice include deterrence or general prevention not only through 
pragmatic considerations such as shifting the boundaries of legitimacy and thereby changing 
the cost-benefit calculus of using atrocities as an instrument of power, but also through the more 
subtle, but far-reaching, socio-pedagogical influence ofjudicial stigmatization to induce subli- 
minal inhibitions against criminal conduct. Taking these factors into account, there are obvi- 
ously compelling reasons to isolate and arrest top leaders of insurgent groups who have consis- 
tently demonstrated a penchant for ruthlessness and an unwillingness to negotiate. But even if 
the interests of the local population are considered in isolation from the broader interests of 
global justice, there are still, at least in the case of Uganda, compelling reasons to proceed with the 
prosecutions. 

The ICG report observes that the 

LRA insurgency lacks any clear (and negotiable) political objective. Its claim to represent 
the grievances of the Acholi people is at odds with its methods. Because LRA actions are 
difficult to place within a coherent strategy aimed at achieving an identifiable political out- 
come, it is also difficult to develop an effective counter strategy.90 

The view that dialogue with fanatical murderous leaders would somehow lead to a peaceful settle- 
ment is a chimera, often encouraged by an international community that is eager to insulate itself 
from genuine engagement in putting an end to the atrocities. As one observer concluded, Kony's 
"refusal for years to accept olive branches and huge concessions including total amnesty ... 
indicate his mental incapacity."91 Given the LRA's cult-like character and Kony's self-depiction 
as a prophetic figure, there is reason to be skeptical about his willingness to renounce an apoc- 
alyptic mission in exchange for life as a mere mortal. But even if Kony proves to be willing and 
able to negotiate when presented with the right incentives, the best means of ensuring such a 
negotiation appears to be sustained military and political pressure. In this respect, peace and 
justice are by no means mutually exclusive. As the ICG notes: 

There is not yet enough pressure on the LRA to make a political opening possible. While 
[Ugandan President] Museveni's government should make an honest, unconditional attempt 
at negotiations, the nature of the LRA is such that creating an environment conducive to 

87 Uganda 2005, supra note 3, at 5. 
88 Uganda Rebels Take More Children, supra note 65. 
89 SHOCK THERAPY, supra note 71. 
90 UNDERSTANDING AND SOLVING THE CONFLICT, supra note 46, at i. 
9' Ross, supra note 65. 
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negotiations should not mean renunciation of military and political pressure on the insur- 
gency, including by invoking the help of the [ICC] and the Sudanese government. 92 

It should be considered that one of the main factors making the LRA referral so appealing 
is the disproportionate return on the modest resources invested in the effort to arrest Kony and 
other top leaders. While the preventive impact of international criminal justice is often specu- 
lative, the incapacitation of the LRA leadership through arrest and prosecution is likely to have 
immediate tangible consequences. Given the cult-like leadership of Kony and the terror-induced 

allegiance of forcibly recruited child soldiers, the isolation and elimination of senior commanders 
could result in the LRA's rapid disintegration. Likewise, as the ICG observes, "Kony stands at 
the apex of the LRA structure, politically, militarily and spiritually. He is central not only to 
its organization and actions but to its very purpose."93 His removal is "the key to undoing the 

LRA's cohesion and motivation and creating new opportunities for peace."94 
Despite the ARPLI's legitimate concerns and the international community's search for an 

expedient solution, the answer to the continued suffering ofAcholiland's tormented population 
does not lie in the appeasement of brutal warlords. The disastrous example in Sierra Leone of 

Foday Sankoh's amnesty under the Lome peace accord should be a powerful reminder that all 
too often, impunity simply emboldens the belief that violence pays. Wishful thinking is in abun- 
dant supply in prescribing illusory solutions for Africa. The LRA referral cannot be fully suc- 
cessful without genuine international engagement in the execution of ICC arrest warrants. It 
is time for the international community to transform the triumphalism of global justice into 

reality. Instead of holding Uganda hostage to never-ending, and potentially futile, negotia- 
tions, the international community and its most influential voices should focus on the arrest 
and prosecution of the perpetrators-who, needless to say, would never enjoy impunity if their 
victims happened to be Americans or Europeans. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The UN under-secretary-general for humanitarian affairs, Jan Egeland, has described the 
situation in northern Uganda as "one of the world's most neglected crises."95 For the first time 
in almost twenty years, there is a realistic prospect of putting an end to the scourge of the LRA- 
thanks in great measure to the timely introduction of the ICC referral process, which has 

helped engage the international community in this long-forgotten war. The ICC is an impor- 
tant ingredient in a political solution that would isolate and eliminate the handful of top LRA 
leaders, while allowing for the reintegration of others into Ugandan society through an amnesty 
policy. If the international community acted to capitalize on the momentum generated by the 
referral, and assisted in the arrest of those leaders, the result may well be a relatively quick and 
cost-effective victory for both the people of Uganda and the still-fledgling cause of global justice 
embodied in the ICC. It would also defy the defeatist premise that the consensual paradigm 
of"positive" complementarity is inevitably prone to political selectivity or that it will unnecessarily 
burden international institutions with hopeless "local" problems. 

In order to maximize the local impact of the ICC-an unprecedented experiment in global 
justice-it is essential to ensure local access to ICC proceedings through an effective outreach 
campaign. Undertaking such an effort is especially important in order to bridge the reality of 
remote, impoverished regions like Acholiland and the rarified world of The Hague. Beyond the 
dissemination of information, this bridging effort may require holding at least part of the ICC 

92 UNDERSTANDING AND SOLVING THE CONFLICT, supra note 46, at ii. 
93 Id. at 5. 
94 Id. at 8. 
95 

Volqvartz, supra note 65. 
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trials in Uganda, where those directly affected may attend the proceedings and see justice in 
action.96 International criminal justice does not necessarily imply geographic remoteness or 

antiseptic procedures divorced from local realities. Beyond its role in the broad global effort to 
eradicate a culture of impunity, the ICC's effectiveness is tied, in part, to its capacity to empower 
victims to confront the past. At the same time, the functional importance of the ICC in subject- 
ing top LRA leaders to criminaljustice should not overshadow the equally important grassroots 
process of traditional restorative justice and forgiveness. With international support, the pros- 
pect of sustained national peace may finally be within Uganda's reach for the first time since 
its independence in 1962. 

THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT'S AD HOC JURISDICTION 
REVISITED 

By Carsten Stahn, Mohamed M. El Zeidy, and Hdctor Olasolo 

Article 12(3) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC), which allows a 
state that is not a party to the Statute to "accept the exercise of jurisdiction by the Court" by 
way of a declaration lodged with the registrar, is one of the Statute's most inconspicuous provi- 
sions. It has attracted only brief notice either in the general literature on the jurisdiction of the 

ICC' or in the particular context of the debate over U.S. objections to the Court's third-party 
jurisdiction.2 Few writers have looked closely at the provision's construction and procedural 
regime, and the first declaration made by a state under this provision-by the Ivory Coast in 

February 2005-has gone almost unnoticed in international theory and practice.3 
Within a broader context, legal scholars have expressed doubts about the effectiveness of the 

Court's jurisdiction under Article 12 of the Statute ("Preconditions to the Exercise ofJurisdic- 
tion"). Critics of the jurisdictional regime agreed upon in Rome voiced the concern that the 
Court would be largely unable to deal with some of the most egregious crimes committed in 
conflict zones-owing to a presumed reluctance of territorial states either to become parties 

96 Article 3(3) of the Rome Statute provides that although the seat of the Court is at The Hague, the "Court 
may sit elsewhere, whenever it considers it desirable." 

*Mr. Stahn is an Associate Legal Officer of the International Criminal Court. Mr. El Zeidy is Senior Public 
Prosecutor, Office of the Prosecutor General of the Arab Republic of Egypt. Dr. Olasolo, who previously served 
as Adviser to the Spanish Delegation to the Preparatory Commission of the International Criminal Court, is now 
an Associate Legal Officer of the Court. The views expressed herein are solely those of the authors. 

See Hans Peter Kaul, Preconditions to the Exercise ofJurisdiction, in 1 THE ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CRIMINAL COURT: A COMMENTARY 583, 610 (Antonio Cassese, Paola Gaeta, &John R. W. D. Jones eds., 2002) 
[hereinafter CASSESE COMMENTARY]; Sharon A. Williams, Preconditions to the Exercise ofJurisdiction, in COMMENTARY 
ON THE ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: OBSERVERS' NOTES, ARTICLE BYARTICLE 329 
(Otto Triffterer ed., 1999) [hereinafter TRIFFTERER COMMENTARY]; Elizabeth Wilmshurst,Jurisdiction ofthe Court, 
in THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: THE MAKING OF THE ROME STATUTE-ISSUES, NEGOTIATIONS, 
RESULTS 127(Roy S. Lee ed., 1999) [hereinafter LEE COMMENTARY]; Mitsue Inazumi, The Meaning of the State 
Consent Precondition in Article 12 (2) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court: A Theoretical Analysis of 
the Source ofInternational CriminalJurisdiction, 49 NETHERLANDS INT'L L. REV. 159 (2002); Carsten Stahn, Gute Nach- 
barschaft umjeden Preis? Einige Anmerkungen zurAnbindung der USA an das Statut des Internationalen Strafgerichtshofs, 
60 ZEITSCHRIFT FUR AUSLANDISCHES OFFENTLICHES RECHT UND VOLKERRECHT 631(2000). 

2See Ruth Wedgwood, The International Criminal Court: An American View, 10 EUR.J. INT'L L. 93, 102 (1999); 
Gerhard Hafner, Kristen Boon, Anne Riibesame, &Jonathan Huston, A Response to the American View as Presented 
by Ruth Wedgwood, 10 EUR.J. INT'L L. 108, 118 (1999). 

3 See ICC Press Release, Registrar Confirms That the Republic of Cote d'Ivoire Has Accepted theJurisdiction 
of the Court (Feb. 15, 2005). ICC materials, including the Rome Statute (corrected as ofJanuary 16, 2002), Rules 
of Procedure and Evidence, press releases, and information on cases and situations, are available online at the 
Court's Web site, < http://www.icc-cpi.int >. Many of the documents concerning the Rome Statute itself, including 
the associated negotiations and reports, are available at the United Nations' Web site on the ICC, <http://www. 
un.org/law/icc/>. An exhaustive collection of documents is available at the Web site of the Coalition for the Inter- 
national Criminal Court, <http://www.iccnow.org>. 
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